
Kate Harrison’s 

Top 10 tips for Summer

1. Down with Bikini Body Dysmorphia: I have a Ten Year Rule: in ten years’ time, you’ll look back at 

your body as it is right now and wish you’d loved it more. So wear what you’d wear if you 

already had your dream figure – and appreciate your best bits.

2. I did a fitness Boot Camp so you don’t have to. I hated every minute of having ex-soldiers 

scream at me on 5am runs, then put on a stone afterwards because I rebelled and broke all the 

rules.

3. Instead, make a single change that you’ll enjoy. Getting up half an hour earlier for a walk easier 

in summer, or eat a boot camp style breakfast of porridge and berries. Much more sustainable.

4. Diets don’t work. I’m now eating what I like – but then owning up on the MyFitnessPal app on 

my phone. It’s super-easy to record what you eat and the exercise you do. Weirdly, keeping a 

record helps me to  work out if I really want that cake. Eighty per cent of the time I say no – so 

that twenty per cent is so much more enjoyable. 

5. Feeling stressed by holiday ‘must read’ lists in the papers? Go random instead. Pick ten ebooks 

you wouldn’t normally read, download the first chapter for free, and buy the first one that 

makes you DESPERATE to read on. My new summer discoveries include The Wicked Girls by 

Alex Marwood and The Playdate by Louise Millar. 

6. Is the sun shining at last? A hot summer in Spain without air con made me ditch the spa water 

sprays. A bag of frozen peas on the back of the neck is ten times faster and cheaper... 

7. Got beach wanderlust? Try Brighton (for the piers and people-watching), Barceloneta in Spain 

(for the tapas and the surfing waves) or Ao Prao in Thailand (for the sunset cocktails).

8. My favourite easy beach picnic: local bread from the shop with the longest queue (in 

Barcelona, that’s Baluard on Carrer Baluard – you’ll want to move in); an avocado; pack of 

cream or goat’s cheese; the ripest tomato in the market, cava (no need for a corkscrew), and 

fresh strawberries: one berry in the bottom of your glass and the rest for pud!

9. Become a mixologist. Keep vodka and citrusy triple sec/Cointreau in the freezer – add one 

measure of each, plus three measures of any fruit juice or smoothie and shake with ice for 

your own ‘signature’ Summerpolitan. My version: fresh lemonade with chopped mint. 

10. Make things up! Before I wrote my first novel, summer holidays were my best time to jot down 

book ideas in a notebook. Even if you’re on a staycation in the back garden, your imagination 

I always long for summer, but when it finally arrives, the 

pressure’s on to have the perfect bikini body, the best 

holiday, the ‘right’ beach read. 

Here are my tips for a stress-free summer.


